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NONLINEAR MODEL SIMULATION OF SHIP MOTION 

NGUYEN VAN DAO 

lnst,itute of Mechanics NCSR Vietnam 

S~Y. Nonlinear model simulation of coupling between heave- roll and pitch
roll ship mot.ions is considered by means of the asymptotic method of nonlinear mechanics. 
The purely vertical motion and vertical- angular motion and _their stability are studied. 

L INTRODUCTION 

The simulation of the coupling between heave roll and pitch roll motions of a ship running 
in a regular longitudinal or oblique sea has been studied by Tondl A. and Nabergoj R. [1]. The 
proposed model consists of a mass M restrained by a linear elastic spring, which, in turn, carries 
a simple free oscillating pendulum made up of a mass m attached to a hinged, weightless rod {Fig. 
1). The system is forced to oscillate sinusoidally in the vertical direction by means of an exten1al 
driver with constant a1nplitude q and frequency w. The coupling between the vertical and angular 
oscillations is accomplished by connecting the two masse5 and the effect of the waves is sllnulated 
by means of external forcing. 

In the present paper some results obtained by Tondl A. and Nabergoj R. [1, 2] will be extended 
for the case of a nonlinear elastic spring and ~onlinear expansions of trigonometric functions. 
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2. MOTION EQUATIONS 

Using the Lagrange equations for the system represented in Fig.l we have the following dif
ferential equations of motion: 

(m + M)(Z + u) + koZ + f3,. Z 3 + h0 Z + ml(~sin10 + i? cos 'P) = o, 
ml2 <j> +Co\'->+ ml(g + Z + u) sin 'P = 0, 

( 2.1) 

where Z = x-u is the relative vertical displacement ·of the mass Af, x i~ the vertical displacemen~ 
of the u1ass M from its static position of equilibrium 1 u = qcoswt is the vertical displacement of 
the base of the spring -masS system, pis the angular displacement of the pendulum

1 
ko and {3,., 

are the linear and nonlinear charadeilltics of the spring respectively, l is the length of the rod, 
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ho and Co are the damping cQefficients of the linear and angular motions, respectively, g is the 
gravity acceleration and an overdot denotes a derivative with respect to time t. 

By introducing the ·notations 

w 
rJ=-, 

WI) 

h = ho 
wo(m + M) 

WI)= If' Co 
c=---

wom.t? ' 

k 2 _ ko 
- w;i(m+M) 

m 
a= 1, T = w0 t, 

(2.2) 

and supposing that the damping forces and the ratios~= u, m: M = fJ. are small, and limiting 

by considering small vibrations of coordinates, so that w 3
, cp3

, cp<p", p'2 , cpw" are small, we have 
the following equations of motion: 

U k2 !( I I ") 2 w + w = -e w, w , <p, p , r.p + $ ... , 

" "'( " ') 2 'P + <p = e'*' w , cp, cp + e ..• , 

where a prilne denotes a derivative with respect to the dimensionless. timer, 

· f = -cr~ 2 cos ~r + hw' + f3w 3 + J.L('P'P" + <p'
2

), 

3 

ID = -c<p
1 + ~ - cpwn + ar-/'<pcos T}T 

{2.3) 

{2.4) 

and e is a small dimensionless positive ·parameter that is used as a book keeping device and will 
be set equal to unity in the final resUlts. The case /3 = 0, sin <p ~ <p, cos r.p ~ 1 has been examined 
in [1, 2[ . 

3. APPROXIMATE SOLUTION 

Let us consider the resonant region determined by 

k 2 = 1]
2

- er, 
~2 = 4{1 +ell.), 

(3.1) 

where r and D. are detuning parameters. Using in equations (2.3) the transformation into new 
amplitude and phase variables R, B, a, tP by means of the formulae 

we have: 

w=Rcos~, w1 =-R1JsiuC, €=.'1r+0, 

cp=acosa, ' 1 . r.p = --aT}sma, 
2 

1 
0 = -~T + >/J, 

2 

~R' = e:(f- fw) sin(; ~a'= -2e(<P + ll.<p) sin a, 
R'70' = c:(f - fw) cos,;; ~a,P' = -2<(<P + ll.<p) cos a. 

(3.2) 

(3.3) 

These equations are in the standard form for which the averaging technique of nonlinear mechanics 
[3j can be used. So, in the first approximation one can replace (3.3) by the following evaraged 
equations: ' 
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R' = -~ [kR + "'1 sine + ~prya2 sin(e - 2,P)], 
2 4 

, e [ 3 "" 2 1 2 o J] RIJO = -- r R- -{3 ... · + "'1 cos e +-pry a· cos(e - 21/J , 
2 4 4 

a'= -~[ca+"']asin2v\-RI]asin(O- 21/J)], 
(3.4) 

, ·r 1 3 2 2 I al]v\ =-- 2L'>a+-a +<TIJ acos2,P+RTJ acos(0-2,P), 
2 4 

4. PURELY VERTICAL SHIP MOTION 

A stationary semi - trivial solution of equations {3.4) is 

,a=O, .P = v\o, 

R = R{), 8 = Bo, 
(4.1) 

where 1/Jo is an arbitrary constant and Ro, 6o are constants satiBfying the relations 

hRo +aT} sin &o = 0, 

3 3 2 
fRo- 4{3R0 +crry cos eo =0. 

(4.2) 

This solution corresponds to .the vertical motion of the ship, while its angular n10tion remains 
unexcited. 

Eliminating the pha.se Do from (4.2} we obtain an equation which defines the admissible values 
of the amplitude Ro ag a function of the excitation frequency f}: 

here 

W(~,,f) = R;i[h2
77

2 + (r- ~f3R5) 2 ] ~ cr2 1J 4
, 

er = '72- kz, 

This relationship can be expressed approximately as 

( 4.3) 

(4.4) 

( 4.5) 

and is plotted in Fig. 2 for the parameters k = 2, h = 10- 1, " = 4.5 · 10-2 , f3 = 0 (curve 1) 
and f3 = 1 (curve 2). With very small Villues of a, the amplitude Ro is almost a small constant: 
Iq, ""~"2 jh2_ . 

To study the stability of the semi- trivial solution (4.1) one lets 

a= 5a, .P =.Po+ 5,P, R = Ro + 6R, 0 = Oo +50, 

The follc."Ning variational equations will be obtained 

d e 
-d (5R) = --(h5R + crry cos00 5e), 

t 2 

RDIJ dd (50) = -~ [ (r- 2f3~)6R - "'72 sin 9060), 
t 2 4 

:e(6a) = -~[c+cr1Jsin2.Po- IJR.,sin(Bo- 2v\o)]6a, 

0 = [2L!. + crry 2 cos 21/Jo + Yf
2 Ro cos(Oo- 2v\o)]5a. 
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From the first two equatio;s of (4.6} and from (4.2) and (4.3) one can find after a short calculation 
the stability condition 

aw 
->0 aR, (4.7) 

which is- in1posed upon_ the resonant curve {see heavy lines in Fig.2) of the vertical motion of the 

ship. f Ro 

I 
I 
I 

I 
>-2 

I 
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3.1 4 4.6 
Fig.£ 

The boundary of the instability region for the appearai:tce of a parametric resonance of angular 
ship motion is determined from the last two equations of ( 4.6) as 

c +a~ sin2.Po- ryRo sin(8o- 2.Po) = 0, 

2~ + a~ 2 cos 2,P0 + ry 2 Ro cos( eo- 2.Po) = 0. 

Eliminating the phases ·1/Jo, Do gives 

22 ~2 <(2 R2) 2 2R2( 3 fJR2 r) ., c + 4 = '7 u + 0 + '1 0 4 0 - ' 

1 
el::i = 4,?- 1, 

( 4.8) 

or 

J p 0. 3 ~2 "' 4 ± 2ke F (u2 + R2) - c2 + 2R2 ( - - ry- + -{JR2 ) 
'I , I) 0 £ 4 0 (4.9} 

where Ro satisfies equation (4.3). The relation (4.9} is plotted in Fig.3 for the caoe fJ = 1, 
c = 10- 1 , h = 10- 1 , and k = 1.9 (curve 1}. k = 2 (curve 2}. k = 2.1 (curve 3). These curves 
are approximately parabolic and the instability region is located above the parabola (see shaded 
region in Fig.3). For suflicently small values of the excitation (a), the semi~ trivial solution remains 
stable. Corresponding to every instability region there exists a "thesl10ldJl Cr = a0 which must be 
exceeded before instability can occur. 

Taking into account curve.2 in Fig.3 1 one can see that for a= 4.5 · 10-2 and 2.75 :::=; '1 2 ~ 4.9 
the parametric vibration of angular motion may occur. So1 . in the interval 2.75 ~ TJ 2 ~ 4.9 the 
ship motion will not be characterised only by the resonant curve in Fig.2. Outside the mentioned 
interval the angular motion of the ship will be zero and the ship motiOn is characterised only by 
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the resonant curve ill Fig~2. In the last case the amplitude of sl1 ip vibration will be small and 
almost constant. Therefore, for the case considered, the purely vertical motion (without angular 
motion) occurs only with small amplitude. The strong vertica~ motion will be accompanied by the 
angular one. 

2.10
2 

0 

!.8 2 

Fig.S 

5. COUPLING BETWEEN VERTICAL AND ANGULAR MOTIONS 

The _non- trival stationary solution of equations (3.4) with a -:1 0, R '1- 0 is determined from 
the relation: 

O"ry 2 sin0+ ~p.ry 2a 2 sin(O- 2t/l) = -hryR, 

,.ry 2 cos0+ ~p.ry 2 a2 cos(O -2t/l) = (>R2
- r)R, 

O"ry 2 sin 2t/l- Rry 2 sin(O- 2t/l} = -cry, 

O"ry 2 cos2t/I+Rry 2 cos(O -2t/l) = -(2Ll.+ ~a2 ). 

(5.1) 

This solution cmTesponds to the simultaneous vertical and angular motions of the ship. Eliminating 
the phase variables in these equations we obtain the following expression giving the dependence of 
the amplitudes of vibration a, R on the frequency T} of the exciting force: 

(5.2) 

This relationship is plotted in Fig.4 for the case fJ = 1, k = 2, h = c = 0.1 and p. = 0.05. From Fig.4 
. it_ is seen that, increasillg T/ from the resonant value (TJ = 2) and keeping constant the amplitude of 

vertical motion, th_e amplitude of angular ship ·vibration (a) ~ecrea,ses, and at a constant value of 
the excitation frequency ('7) the amplitudes of vertical and angular ship vibrations either increase 
or decrease simultaneously. 
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CONCLUSION 

~2 
of..f 

-#,-f7 
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The nonlinear model simulation of coupling between vertical and angular. ship motions has 
been considered. The nonlinear terms in the nlotion equations have essential influence on both the 
s1tape of the response curve and the instability region in comparison with the linear equations [1 1 

2]. The condition for the appearance of a purely vertical vibration of the ship has been 'derived. 
In the case considered this vibration occurs only with small amplitude and the strong vertical ship 
vibration is always accompanied by angular motion. The stationary simultaneous vertical and 
an·gular motions of the ship have been studied too. 
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MO HINH PHI TUYEN'M6 PHONG CHUYEN DQNG TAU THUY 

Trong bao b3.o ~lay mi5 h'inh tuy~n tinh cUa Tondl A. va Nabergoj R. [1, 2] v"e Str l~c nga-ng va 
clmy~n dQng th5ng dtl-ng cUa tau thUy dtrgc mb rQug cho tnrOng hqp phi tuye"n, t;;t.o uen do d~c 
tr-u-ng dan hOi va k~ de'n c3.c sO h<].ng b~c cao trong khiii tri~n ccic him hrgng giac. Da· xet de'n khi 
nang x~y ra dong thai c{mg hrr&ngnr&ng bll-c (doi voi chuy~n d{mg thing dll-ng) va c\mg hrr&ng 
thOng sO (dOi v6i chuy~n dQng l1c ngang) cda t?m t.hUy; ciing nhu da nghH~n cU:u chi rieng chuy~n 
d{ing thing dll-ng rna khiing co chuyen d{ing l!c ngang cda tau. · 

Cliuy~n d{>ng dOng thOi th~ng dll-ng va l£c ngang crl.a tAu c6 d~c di~m Ia· 6- -'dmg mQt ·tin sO 
klch d{ing ck bien d{i dao d{ing dll-ng va dao d{ing l~c ngang cling tang ho~c cung giiun. Khi tang 
tan sO kich d9ng tir gi<i tr! d}ng lnr&ng va gifr cho bien d9 dao d9ng dUng khOng d5i thi bien d9 
dao d<}ng lie ngang giiun. 
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